3rd Grade Supply List for Vance Charter
2018-2019
Welcome to 3rd grade! We are looking forward to a wonderful year. In August you will receive your “Survival
Guide” with all the important information you need for the new school year. Until then, here is the supply list
for 3rd grade! Enjoy the rest of your summer and we look forward to meeting you in
August!
1. Book bag (No rolling book bags because they do fit in our cubbies.)
2. 2 inch binder (These must be durable, we use them all day, every day.)
3. 5 – PLASTIC Pocket dividers w/ side tabs (Must be pocket dividers, we file things
throughout the day in these pockets. They must be plastic.)
4. Pencil Pouch (All students need a pencil pouch that will remain in his/her
binder. The pencil pouch should have three holes so that it may be secured in
the binder.)
5. 2 - Plastic pencil boxes (Students will keep one in their cubby to store all
extra pencils, red pens, and highlighters; the other one will hold their personal crayons and markers)
*Please label each with the child’s name.
6. 2- packs of red pens
7. 2 - packs of Ticonderoga pencils (These are found at Staples and other school
supply stores.)
8. 1 pack of pencil top erasers
9. AT LEAST 12 glue sticks (Staples Jumbo or Elmers brand work the best!)
10. Highlighters (at least 6)
11. 2 - 24 pack of crayons (one box for school and one box to leave at home)
12. 1 – Box of markers
13. 4 - bound 100 page composition notebooks (no spirals) (they are traditionally black/white but any
pattern is fine)
14. 1 – spiral notebook (Spanish class)
15. 1 - folder with 2 pockets and 3 clasps inside (music class)
16. 1 - pair of scissors to keep in your pencil pouch at ALL times
17. $ 5.00 cash for a subscription to Scholastic News
18. 1 box of spoons and 1 box of forks
****Students will often need crayons, glue sticks, and scissors at home. Please make sure they have these
items available to use at home.
PLEASE LABEL ALL OF CHILD’S SUPPLIES!!!
The following items are not required but are greatly appreciated. All donations are tax deductible and count towards
volunteer hours.
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Balls for recess (soccer, kickball, basketball, football, tennis balls)
Jumpropes
Antibacterial hand gel, antibacterial hand wipes, and baby wipes
Bandaids (we need all sizes; small, large, and those large enough to cover knee injuries)
Expo markers
Staples or Walmart gift cards
Ziplock bags (all sizes)
Card stock (any color)
Colored copy paper
White board spray cleaner

